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The OP ENHEIM, created by Viola Wojnowski as a private initiative, aims to
support contemporary art by developing a network of cooperation with
institutions in Wroclaw, Berlin and other European countries.

Our program particularly focuses on the progressive cultural and historical
changes of European countries, their dynamics, as well as the identity
transformations of their inhabitants.

Since the spring of 2018 - i.e. after the thorough revitalization of the historic
building at Solny Square 4 - various cultural events - exhibitions, concerts,
meetings with authors, as well as undertakings aimed at creating and
developing a network of cooperation with other art and cultural institutions
from Wrocław, Berlin, as well as other European countries - have been
organized at the OP ENHEIM's headquarters.

HOME FOR THE CULTURE
OP ENHEIM

about



Cultural heritage is very important to us. Through our activities we try to
show how important for the identity is the discovery and preservation of
history. Thanks to that we not only enjoy the sympathy of our guests, but
we also receive awards and distinctions.

2020
Presence on the shortlist granted for the first time from Special Ilucidare
Awards within the Europa Nostra European Prize.

2019
Distinction in the National Competition "Well-kept Monument 2019" from
the Minister of Culture and National Heritage and General Conservator of
Monuments in the category Adaptation of historic buildings.

2018
Distinction in the XXIX edition of the "Beautiful Wroclaw" competition for
the best architectural realization in the category Modernization of an
architectural object.

Nomination in the MocArty RMF Classic 2018 competition in the category
"Thing with Class 2018".

AWARDS
AWARDED ACTIVITIES 



OP ENHEIM AWARDED BY THE
EUROPEAN ILUCIDARE AWARD
This year, the Oppenheim House, which contains our headquarters, was shortlisted for the first-ever
ILUCIDARE Special Awards, and was awarded as part of the European Heritage Awards / Europa Nostra 2020
competition programme.

It is an honor for us to be included in the group of awarded projects.
As emphasized by the jury of the ILUCIDARE, the Oppenheim House:

It is a clear example of how mutual understanding and intercultural exchange can be fostered by displaying a
multi-layered cultural heritage. At the same time, these values contribute to the preservation of the building and
highlight its role. In particular, the strong connection of the conservation work to the history of the site and its
original context is commendable.



A PLACE TO PROMOTE CULTURE
AND ART OF THE HIGHEST CLASS
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2020 in  numbers:

 4 exhibitions

5 000
16 000 participants of online events

visitors

68 events in total, including meetings,
debates, concerts, webinars

3 support programs

artists, experts, musicians65



EXHIBItions
For OP ENHEIM's activities, it was a demanding year, packed
with challenges, but also many pleasant moments that we
got to spend with you, also in digital reality. Despite the
closure of the institution due to the pandemic, we
transferred most of our activities online.

Asana Fujikawa & David Hockney. Figures of the flowing world 

Dominik Lejman, Air Wants to Go.

Oktawiana Jurczykowskiego
Nikity Krzyżanowskiej
Liliany Piskorskiej
Jakuba Jakubowicza

For seven months we hosted David Hockney's fairytale etchings and
aquatints from his Six Fairy Tales from the Brothers Grimm series
juxtaposed with ceramic figures by young artist Asana Fujikawa.

In 2020 we realized 2 exhibitions:

      (co-organized with Georg Kolbe Museum, Berlin)

In addition, as part of the OP_Young program we exhibited
4 presentations of works by the Laureates:

and the artwork of Dorota Morawiec-Winiarska, awarded by the Jury.







 





EVENTS DURING THE PANDEMIC
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PANDEMIC
RESPONSE AND SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
PROGRAMS FOR ARTISTS

OP_YOUNG
DIGITAL RESIDENCY
Online performative programme

Out of a need to support the local art community during the
COVID-19 pandemic, responding to the daunting plight of artists,
we decided to create outreach art programs:

These activities were supported by the Senatsverwaltung für Kultur
und Europa as part of the Odra Partnership and the Wrocław

Social Development Centre. Additionally, a survey was conducted
to gather the opinions and experiences of our audience regarding
the transformation of cultural and artistic activities during the
pandemic.





OP ENHEIM ON THE WEB

16 480
45

total reach of all online
broadcasts

23
4

event broadcasts in total

average number of live viewers of 
OP ENHEIM broadcasts

1  audience survey

artists who benefited from a digital residency





PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH
IN ART EVENTS

From mid-May to mid-June, we collected the opinions and
experiences of our audiences regarding the transformation of cultural
and artistic activities during the pandemic period through a short
survey.

We decided to conduct a study titled. "The End of Isolation.
Participation in arts events" that allowed us to understand what is
expected from cultural institutions after the lockdown period.

Link to the test result: http://bit.ly/raport_wyniki

THE END OF
ISOLATION?

http://bit.ly/raport_wyniki




PROGRAMME FOR YOUNG ARTISTS
FROM LOWER SILESIA

OP_Young is the latest project implemented at OP ENHEIM. It
was created in 2020 out of the need to support the local artistic
community in the era of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Responding to the difficult situation of female and male artists,
we decided to create a programme which is not only based on
financial support but which, through its extensive formula, has a
chance to influence the revival of the Wrocław art scene and to
include representatives of the young generation in critical and
artistic discussions.

OP_Young is also a symbolic opening of our institution to young,
progressive artists, whose development we want to actively
support.

During the project there were also accompanying events:
meetings with artists or guided tours of exhibitions. A mentoring
programme was also carried out, during which materials such as
a portfolio, statement and press kit were developed. Selected
works of art could be purchased during the project, and one of
the works presented during the four shows will be purchased for
the OP ENHEIM collection.

op_young



Jakubowicz Jakub
Jurczykowski Oktawian
Krzyżanowska Nikita
Piskorska Liliana

FIRST EDITION
The first edition of the OP_Young program started on June 3, 2020
with the announcement of an open call for artistic realizations. We
invited artists who are under 35 years of age and are associated
with the Lower Silesia area.

As part of the open call for artistic projects, we received 65
applications. We selected those that in our opinion represent the
most mature, consistent and original language of expression, and
the attitudes presented by their authors indicate a consistently
developed, sometimes difficult, but conscious path of development -
both in the context of the issues addressed and the choice of
medium.

LAUREATES 

In addition, the Jury decided to award a special distinction, which
went to: Morawiec-Winiarska Dorota

PROGRAMME FOR YOUNG ARTISTS
ARTISTS FROM LOWER SILESIA

FIRST 
EDITION







DIGITAL
RESIDENCY

In response to the pandemic situation, we also created a
unique digital artist residency program - Digital Residency. 

It was one of the few activities supporting Polish and German
artists of the programme. During the residencies, which
lasted for two months, six artists developed their projects,
while benefiting from the professional knowledge of invited
experts.

One of the results of the program is a website that
summarizes the residents' activities. It is a permanent
platform that we hope to develop in future editions of the
programme. It is available both through a search engine and
the OP ENHEIM website at www.digitalresidency.pl.

DIGITAL RESIDENCY CARRIED OUT IN COOPERATION
WITH SENATSVERWALTUNG FUR KULTUR UND EUROPA





 

 

PERFORMANS
ONLINE
DOCU-CAMERA ACTIVITIES IN COOPERATION WITH WCRS



ANNA STELLER
DECOMPOSITION 206



ALA SAVASHEVICH
VOICES



JANA SHOSTAK
DENSE GESTURES



KRZYSZTOF LEON DZIEMASZKIEWICZ
NOVEMBER 2020



 

 

CONCERTS
EXPERIMENTAL MUSIC CYCLE
TACET, BASS&BEAT







HYBRID AND 
ONLINE 
MEETINGS

 

 

LECTURES, MEETINGS, DEBATES













TRAINING SERIES FOR ARTISTS IN COOPERATION 
WITH FOUNDATION FOR POLISH-GERMAN COOPERATION

 

Diana Lelonek
Angelika Markul
Szymon Maliborski
Dominik Lejman
Ramona Brau. 

The network also ran an educational series for artists
OP_Fame, which consisted of five meetings led by artists
and a curator, specializing in their fields of work:

There was also a lecture by Isabella Czarnowska on the
essence of collecting art.

During the meetings, we discussed the process of creating
an individual exhibition and creating a coherent exhibition
project, from the idea to implementation, the issue of the
methodology of designing research work or how to define
the subject of a selected theme taking into account the
social, political and historical context.

 WEBINARS





ACTIVITIES FOR HERITAGE AND
PROTECTION OF MONUMENTS
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Deutsch-Polnische Stiftung Kulturpflege und Denkmalschutz

This year, the OP ENHEIM Team was joined by Karolina Jara,
an art historian and Ph.D. student at the University of
Wroclaw.

Karolina represents the Polish-German Foundation for
Monument Protection (Deutsch-Polnische Stiftung
Kulturpflege und Denkmalschutz), which from this year has its
office in our headquarters, the former Oppenheim House.

Similarly to OP ENHEIM, Deutsch-Polnische Stiftung
Kulturpflege und Denkmalschutz acts with care for historical
monuments and spreads knowledge about their protection.

 

DPS 
OFFICE
DEUTSCH-POLNISCHE STIFTUNG KULTURPFELGE UND 
DENKMALSCHUTZ WITH AN OFFICE IN OP ENHEIM







Ramona Bräu
Mikołaj Grynberg
Anna Makówka-Kwapisiewicz
Agata Ganiebna

In November 2020, we organized two special events:
the debate on Stolpersteine - who commemorates
whom and for whom? with the participation of:

and a webinar for artists around the Arolsen Archives, a
center for documenting the fate of the victims of the
National Socialist regime and survivors.

O P ENHEIM, in cooperation with the Jewish Historical
Institute, intends to create and build a Stolpersteine in
front of the tenement house to commemorate the
inhabitants of this place. 

 

 

STOLPERSTEINE
MEMORIAL STONES 
COMMEMORATION OF NAZI VICTIMS



Both events focused on the issue of Stolpersteine and
their planned location at our headquarters, the old
Oppenheim House in Wrocław.

In December 2020, in the Wrocław Cultural Essentials,
Karolina Jara's text devoted to these issues was
published.



 

 
A MONUMENT 
DO NOT 
FORGET
POLISH-GERMAN COMPETITION
IMPLEMENTED IN COOPERATION WITH 
VEREIN ZUR PFLEGE SCHLESISCHER KUNST UND KULTUR E.V 

Marshal of the Lower Silesian Voivodeship Cezary Przybylski
Lower Silesian Provincial Conservator of Monuments
Consulate General of the Republic of Germany in Wrocław 

In 2020, we also started cooperation with the Association for
the Nursing of Art and Culture of Silesia (VSK), as part of which
we organized a competition for the protection of monuments
Monument - do not forget! / Denkaml - denk mal dran!

The third edition of the Competition was held to support the
long-term protection of "small" objects of historic value in the
Dolnośląskie Voivodeship, the southern part of the Lubuskie
Voivodeship and the Lower Silesian part of Upper Lusatia.

The partner of the event was also the German-Polish Foundation
for the Preservation of Cultural Monuments (DPS), and the
Competition's patronage was extended to such institutions as: 







 

 

FLOWLAND
ARTISTIC PICNIC IN TARCZYN NEAR BY WLEŃ
EUROPEAN HERITAGE DAYS

For the fourth time in Tarczyn near Wleń, where we are
revitalizing a traditional farm, an artistic FLOWLAND picnic
took place.

This year, it was included in the European Heritage Days
celebrations. The House in Tarczyn near Wleń is the second
place dedicated to art, cultivating cultural heritage and issues
related to ecology and climate.

The highlight of the event in Tarczyn was the exhibition in the
former German House No. 13, prepared in cooperation with the
BWA gallery in Jelenia Góra.

During the picnic, visitors also had the opportunity to take part
in, among others, slow life workshops, a poetry meeting and a
special performance entitled Structural Transformation for 2
Holger Maik Mertin and Justyna Niznik and a performance
lecture by Silke Lichtenberg and Oliver Spatz.



FLOWLAND IN  NUMBERS

OK. 600
422

 recipients

10
4 years of operation in Tarczyn

events on the program, including an exhibition

above sea level is measured by Tarczynka -
the hill on which Tarczyn lies
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INNOVATIVE ACTIVITIES



 

 

op_tours
GROUP TRIPS WITH ART

OP_Tours is a series of organized trips to Poland and foreign
galleries and museums, which is an excellent opportunity to
get acquainted with the currently ongoing exhibitions.

As part of the first edition of the project, a one-day trip to
Warsaw was planned with the participation of our recipients,
during which, accompanied by qualified art guides, we were to
visit temporary exhibitions, including in Zachęta - National
Gallery of Art or the Center for Contemporary Art Ujazdowski
Castle.

Due to the pandemic, the idea was suspended and is scheduled
for 2022. It will certainly be an extraordinary adventure, a great
opportunity to make new friends, exchange ideas and shared
inspiration.





 

 

outdoor
ART IN PUBLIC SPACE
CTL CAMPAIGNS

At OP ENHEIM, it is also important for us to expand our
activities to the space outside the gallery. In 2020, we
managed to organize a presentation of the works of the
Laureates of the OP_Young program.

Thanks to our activities, the play could also be seen in one of
the most frequented locations in Wrocław - on media at the
Main Bus Station Stopnear the Wroclavia shopping market.
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COOPERATION OF 
CULTURE AND BUSINESS



 

 

COOPERATION
FRIENDS, PARTNERS AND SPONSORS
THANK YOU!

From the very beginning of OP ENHEIM, our
activities are supported by a group of fantastic
people and companies.

It is thanks to your commitment, patronage and
individual support that it is possible to create such 
a rich and varied program of events in our institution.

We would like to thank all of you for the year 2020
spent together.





COOPERATION / PARTNERSHIP / PATRONAGE

RENATA 

BARDZIK-MIŁOSZ
RYSZARD J. ZIOBRO

ABIS SAMMLUNGGeorg Kolbe Museum
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